
SELAH | THE BETTER BUILDER

You Dream it, We Build it...
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SELAH ORIGINALS

The “Better Builder” 
You Dream it, We Build it...

ENDURING BEAUTY... 
STYLE, ELEGANCE AND AN OASIS 
IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN 

BACKYARD.
Swimming Pools are just the start, Your Dream 
Build has so many possibilities.

Think of us as your design guide to help you cre-
ate a vision and deliver it right to your home.  

After all if you can dream it, we can build it...

WELCOME TO SELAH
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Classic Southwestern 
Design, with pavestone 
decking, natural stone 
weeping wall 
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MATERIALS  MATTER
This elegant build in the rolling hills of Las Colinas is 
designed to compliment our client’s home like a hand 
fitting into a white glove.  Dry stack stone appointments 
surround the raised beam walls and the unique offset & 
raised matching spa.

Engineered for the treacherous native Texas soils and 
designed specifically to manage water drainage routes, 
this big beauty will last a lifetime.  A unique triangular 
cedar pergola is integrated with modern entertainments 
systems, while the cross-cut and fit porcelain decking & 
coping bring out the old world style
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DESIGNING A DREAM IS A TEAM SPORT
Our client, the die hard Colts fan, has a hand made mosaic of his favorite horse-
shoe emblem embedded in his magnificent design.  All you see is tailored to match 
this centerpiece, because at Selah we build custom dreams…
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THE AMERICAN DREAM | SELAH STYLE

Home ownership.  Two words we all know are among the keys 
to a well earned lifestyle.  There are literally thousands of square 
feet available in most backyards to extend the joy of ownership 
on into an addition we call a “custom outdoor environment”.

Beyond the fun of entertaining privately while keeping your family 
safe, the benefits of a swimming pool & spa are health & vitality.  
Why not avoid having to travel to get away and simply walk into 
your own backyard?  Not just for a few weeks or on a weekend, 
but every day simply step into your family’s oasis, by stepping out 
your back door.

Your Home, Your Dream.  Safe & secure, well built and beautiful.  
Now let’s add some more joy with 
Selah, “The Better Builder”.
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NO DREAM 
IS SMALL

Your Dream doesn’t have 
to overwhelm your reality, 
when you work with a cus-
tom builder with imagina-
tion.  At Selah, every build is 
engineered, constructed and 
contoured to fit your vision, 
no matter its size.

Design, engineering and 
all the wonderful material 
choices are put to work, big 
or small.  After all, isn’t your 
dream what matters most?
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TOTAL 
TRANSFORMATION

From Dreamer, to Doer and then Done by Selah.  Our 
client simply trusted us to design & build a  family 
resort and then we delivered.

In this scene, there is something for everyone of the 
four generations of family to enjoy.

Mom and Dad have their luxury spay with a 
 commanding view.  Granddad has his own private 
“therapy” pool.  The littlest have their shallow water 
entry to splash around on and of course there is a 
ton of entertainment for everyone in between.

Family is first & foremost in the minds of our clients 
and this dream build.  With custom engineering, 
construction and lot of original design everyone had 
a hand in this amazing result.
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UNIQUE VISION 
UNIQUE RESULTS
Perfect design requires total attention 
to detail.  Beyond what we see in these 
gorgeous images is the attention that is paid 
to the home, the terrain and the soil that 
insures lasting beauty.

Average building techniques for cookie cutter 
designs is not what a discerning homeowner 
needs from their builder.  That’s why Selah 
is so successful.  Our teams listen and guide 
your design into a result that fits your desires 
and your space.  

Ultra Modern Style
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With material choices and experience combined to create a one of a kind result, the things “under the 
hood” are as well built as the first hand beauty you can see.
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BUILD FOR BEAUTY

A plain backyard is truly a canvas just waiting to become a new reality.  Cutting the lawn on a hot sum-
mer day is how the average homeowner sees their yard.  At Selah, we see all the possibilities and we’re 
experts at sharing what’s possible and then delivering your choices into the beauty you deserve.  

Bring your yard to life and compliment your amazing home with an amazing lifestyle that looks as good 
as it feels when you dive into a Selah built dream.
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DON’T STOP AT THE TOP
The swimming pool is the crown jewel of a well built custom  outdoor 
environment, but why stop there?

At Selah we’re a proven professional and complete custom builder.  
Not a matter of “we know a guy” when your dream goes  beyond the 
pool.  Our team of designers, engineers & managers will develop all 
manner of additions to your backyard oasis.  Planning, permitting and 
construction of any imaginable idea and even a few unimaginable 
designs are all possible when you choose Selah for your one-stop 
solution.
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PROFESSIONAL 
CHOICE
The team at Selah delivers turn-key 
builds for amenity centers, desti-
nation resorts, condominiums and 
high-rise apartments.  All this expe-
rience means that when you choose 
Selah for your residential build, we’ll 
employ the same talent and tech-
nology caliber as we would for any 
of our pro builds.

The peace of mind in knowing that 
your builder is documented and 
proven to build exotic designs on 
time and on budget is assured, be-
cause that’s what pro’s do.

In this scene alone, there is over 
18 tons of stone & steel to deliv-
er a stunning water fountain that 
attracts attention to a brand-new 
development in Rockwall TX.   You 
may have heard the words “profes-
sional grade”, now you can actually 
see professional grade results in 
your own backyard.
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Pickle ball, Putting green, Pavilion.   
 
The three P’s of a pro amenity 
center build, all with the most 
important Pool build as their 
centerpiece.   
 
Then the 3D’s of Selah: Design, 
Develop & Deliver made it happen 
here and will make it happen for 
you.
 
Selah “The Better Builder” 
You Dream it, We Build it…
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YOUR COMPLETE 
STAYCATION DESTINATION

Beyond the Pool.   As a complete builder for your 
outdoor environment, you can count on the team at 
Selah to deliver an amazing array of additions.

Our clients want and they get a total solution for their 
families outdoor lifestyle.  Your own private getaway 
can include subtle appointments in lighting and fire 
features that bring a spark with warmth to after 
hours enjoyment.

Most of our clients add outdoor kitchen & dining 
centers and many have said that their surprised at 
the transformation their entire families experience 
with a Selah build.  Weekdays & weekends blend 
together with outdoor meals, entertainment and 
exercise with no travel required.  We even built a few 
putting greens to keep the skills sharp, for the next 
round on the course.
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THE SELAH GROUP

2692 Gravel Drive 
Fort Worth, TX 76118
info@SelahPools.com | info@Selah.group
www.SelahPools.com  | 817.618.5731

Come and join the Selah family.
Big company talent, next door neighbor service.
You Dream it, We Build it ...


